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POPA Seeks Protections for 200 More USPTO Employees
December 2010 Vol. 10 No. 5


About 200 USPTO patent
employees not currently classified as
POPA bargaining unit employees—
mostly patent attorneys and/or attorney
advisors as well as other professionally-
graded employees—could receive full
union protection if a recently submitted
POPA request is granted.


POPA filed a clarification of unit
petition in August 2010 asking the
Federal Labor Relations Authority
(FLRA) Office of General Counsel to
determine the proper bargaining unit
status of these employees. The USPTO
disagrees with POPA and maintains that
the jobs are exempt from the bargaining
unit and union representation.


When POPA was formally
recognized as an employee union in
Sept. 1965, its bargaining unit included
all professional employees at the
USPTO with the following exclusions:
! All Trademark professionals—Trademark professionals
are covered by a separate professional union, National
Treasury Employees Union Local 245; 
! Supervisors—those who actually supervise and rate
employees, not just a team leader or other employee who
may advise a rating supervisor on an employee’s
performance; 
! Management officials who make USPTO policy—advising
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management on policy decisions without actually making
policy does not exclude an employee from POPA; 
! Confidential employees—employees who make USPTO
labor relations/employee relations decisions and those who
provide support services for those who make such decisions,
e.g., an assistant to a group director or an executive assistant
for a senior USPTO manager. 
! Employees who do federal personnel work in other than
a purely clerical function; and 
! All non-professional employees—technical support
personnel, who are covered by a separate union, NTEU
Local 243. 


Since 1965, two major clarification of unit petitions
changed POPA’s bargaining unit, adding patent attorneys in
the Office of the Solicitor and excluding a personnel
psychologist and examiners-in-chief, now called
administrative patent judges.


The current petition applies to employees in the
following business cost centers at the USPTO:
! Office of the Solicitor;
! Board of Appeals and Interferences (not including
administrative patent judges); 
! Office of General Law, other than those employees
specifically engaged in personnel work; 
! Office of Enrollment and Discipline; 
! Office of External Affairs; 


(continued on page 2)


Performance Appraisal
Initiatives Ratified, Enacted
The POPA membership voted to adopt the recently


negotiated Performance Appraisal Plan Initiatives
package with 89 percent of the votes in favor and 11
percent opposed. Based on those results, USPTO
Director David Kappos, POPA President Robert Budens
and USPTO Deputy Commissioner for Patents Peggy
Focarino met on Oct. 22, 2010, to sign the joint PAP Task
Force Memorandum of Understanding and other
documents, which cleared the way for implementation of
the new system.


POPA thanks its members for their continued
support and involvement in improving the USPTO
workplace.


The USPTO-POPA Count System Task Force received a Department of Commerce 
Silver Medal for Leadership from Commerce Secretary Gary Locke. Left to right: 
Secretary Locke; Technology Center Director Kathy Matecki; Assistant Deputy 
Commissioner Bruce Kisliuk; Information Technology Specialist Maria Holtmann;
POPA Assistant Secretary Pamela Schwartz; POPA President Robert Budens; POPA
Secretary Kathleen Duda; Deputy Commissioner for Patents Peggy Focarino; Assistant
Deputy Commissioner Andy Faile; Program Analyst Susie Huson; POPA Vice President
Howard Locker; Under Secretary of Commerce and USPTO Director David Kappos. 


Story on page 2
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POPA Seeks Protections for More
(continued from page 1)


! Office of Congressional Affairs; 
! International Liaison staff; 
! Office of Petitions; 
! Office of Patent Cooperation Treaty Legal
Administration; 
! Office of Patent Quality Assurance; 
! Patent employees identified as supervisory patent
examiners but who are no longer assigned to supervise
employees; 
! Patent employees designated as Training Quality
Assurance Specialists or Special Programs Examiners; and 
! Search and Information Resources Administration. 


The disagreement between POPA and USPTO is a legal
one, relating to the interpretation of federal labor law and
the actual duties performed by each particular employee’s
position. It relates not at all to employees’ performance
appraisals or the relative importance of any affected
employee’s position to the mission of the USPTO.


An FLRA hearing officer may request testimony from
affected employees during a hearing process that begins on
Nov. 29 and 30 and then resumes on Dec. 13. Before then, an
attorney from the USPTO Office of General Law or a
POPA representative may ask to meet with affected
employees to learn more about the work of their positions.


POPA and the USPTO have entered into settlement
discussions regarding this clarification of unit petition. The
final results of those settlement discussions were not known
as this newsletter went to press.


Employees with questions may contact POPA officers
Robert Budens at robert.budens@uspto.gov or Pamela
Schwartz at pamela.schwartz@uspto.gov. Employees may
also contact USPTO attorneys David Shewchuk, ext. 23480;
Rachel Irish, ext. 25365; or Suzanne Quersher, ext. x22756.


Part-time Program Changes
Announced


Building on the continued success of the part-time
program for employees within the POPA bargaining unit,
the USPTO and POPA announced changes to the program
in late October. The changes allow more employees to
participate in the various part-time program components
and enhance flexibility for part-time employees participating
in the Patents Hoteling Program.
! Effective Oct. 10, 2010, the minimum number of hours a
part-time employee may work in a biweek and participate in
hoteling changed from 60 to 40 hours per pay period.
Accordingly, part-time employees may set a work schedule
containing a minimum of 40 and a maximum of 64 hours per
pay period and hotel as long as they have been separately
approved for hoteling.
! For part-time employees who do not hotel, the minimum
work schedule an employee may set remains at 32 hours per
pay period.


Increased Number of Part-time Slots
The part-time program has two components, Childcare/


Eldercare and Retention. Before this agreement, 100 part-
time slots were allocated for Childcare/Eldercare and 50 slots
for Retention. To maximize the availability of slots, POPA
and the USPTO agreed to add 50 slots that may be allocated
interchangeably across the part-time program components.


Please see the POPA part-time program for more
details and specific eligibility requirements for each part-
time component. Go to www.popa.org, click on Useful Info,
then Agreements. Employees may also refer to the USPTO
Part-Time Help Guide for more information about the
program and on how to apply using the part-time request
form. Employees may e-mail John Cabeca, the USPTO
part-time administrator, at john.cabeca@uspto.gov or POPA
Secretary Kathleen Duda at kathleen.duda@uspto.gov.


Sick Leave Definition Expanded
Federal employees may now use their sick leave to care


for individuals related by affinity and close association, in
addition to family relations.


The Office of Personnel Management recently issued
final regulations expanding the definitions of “family
member and immediate relative” to include: spouse and
parents thereof; children (biological, adopted, stepchildren)
and spouses thereof; parents; siblings and spouses thereof;
and any individual related by blood or affinity whose close
association with the employee is the equivalent of a family
relationship. Examples include stepparents, grandparents,
grandchildren, in-laws, aunt, uncle, and same-sex or
opposite-sex domestic partners and parents thereof.


The new definitions for a family member do not apply
to the Family and Medical Leave Act.


For additional information, contact POPA Secretary
Kathleen Duda at kathleen.duda@uspto.gov.


POPA-USPTO Task Force Awarded
Silver Medal


The USPTO-POPA Count System Task Force received
a Department of Commerce Silver Medal for Leadership at
a ceremony at the Ronald Reagan Building in Washington,
D.C., on Oct. 19. The award cited the group for “developing
and implementing the first significant changes to the patent
examiner work credit system in more than 30 years. This
joint union and management task force developed initiatives
that focus on quality work upfront in the process, provide
more time overall for examination of applications and
incentives for identifying allowable subject matter earlier in
prosecution and rebalanced internal and external incentives
in order to decrease rework. The work of the task force sets
the foundation for long-term improvements in efficiency of
examination.”


Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke presented the
award to the task force members.
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Show Compassion, 
Give Through CFC


It is in the power of every individual to do that which the
community as a whole is powerless to effect. 


—William Thomas Stead, journalist, 1849-1912


Consider donating this season to the Combined Federal
Campaign.


POPA and the USPTO support the CFC, but your
decision to participate is wholly your own. You choose who
gets your donation; only the charities you designate will
receive your money. And you may spread tax-deductible
payments over the year through payroll deduction or
contribute a one-time check.


Charitable giving through the CFC is your personal
choice. POPA and the USPTO have negotiated safeguards
to your confidentiality. The collective bargaining agreement
states in Article 4, Section 14 (F):


“…Solicitors shall not divulge information regarding
an individual’s contribution or allotment to anyone
other than a person designated by, and acting on
behalf of, the Personnel Processing Division, other
charitable campaigns or the U.S. Bond Drive.”


Please consider the hundreds of worthwhile
organizations in the CFC catalog and take advantage of
your opportunity to help.


POPA and Agency Negotiate
Rights for Reinstated


Annuitants
POPA and the USPTO agreed in late August on rights


and protections for retired employees who are reinstated as
part-time patent examiners.


The agency is hiring reinstated annuitants, as they’re
called, to help reduce the patents backlog. Office of
Personnel Management regulations govern an annuitant’s
eligibility for returning to federal work. The USPTO-POPA
agreement covers the reinstated annuitants’ work schedule,
holidays, overtime, awards, training and workplace activities,
and participation in examiner programs such as the laptop
program and telework and hoteling.


To review the details of the agreement, go to
www.popa.org, click on Useful Info, then on Agreements.


Know Your Rights


Ensure Your Production is 
Well Rounded


Many examiners question whether USPTO supervisors
or managers can round their production achievement
figures. The answer is, “Yes.”


Unchanged in the new Performance Appraisal Plan
(PAP) is the fact that performance in the critical
“Production” element (formerly the “Production Goal
Achievement” element) shall be rounded to the nearest
whole number.


To find this provision of the Examiner PAP on your
work computer, launch the USPTO Weekly Home Page by
clicking on the Internet Explorer icon. On the right side of
the screen, click on the large “Patent Examiner PAP” Task
Force button. After the Task Force PAP page opens, click on
the “FY2011 PAP” button and then click on the PAP
specific to your grade. Scroll through the PAP to the
Production element and then to the box labeled “Item 3.
Criteria for Evaluation.” There it states, “All percentages
shall be rounded to the nearest whole number (i.e., 109.49
rounds to 109% and 109.50 rounds to 110%).”


Please note that if your fiscal year rating is Marginal or
Unacceptable in any individual critical element, your overall
fiscal year performance rating can be no higher than
Marginal or Unacceptable. This is irrespective of whether
you have accumulated sufficient rating points (0-500 points
possible) for a higher overall performance rating.


Contact a POPA representative if you have questions
regarding this or any aspect of performance appraisal or if
you think you may have a performance issue. The sooner
you contact POPA, the greater the possibility of assisting
you. See the list of POPA representatives at www.popa.org
—click on Contact, then Officers and Delegates.


Thanks for USPTO 
Health Initiative


For some time, and for no particular reason, I’ve been
curious about my blood pressure levels. However, I never
acted on obtaining them. Then, during a lunch break at the
USPTO Roundhouse Café, I saw one of those self-
monitoring blood pressure machines located in the alcove
opposite to the PTO Credit Union ATM. So there was my
do-it-yourself opportunity to obtain a blood pressure
reading.


To my surprise, my blood pressure values were in the
hypertension stage 2 range, which is indicated by a reading
above 160/100. This prompted a doctor’s appointment, which
resulted in treatment that eventually managed my blood
pressure to normal levels.


Kudos to the USPTO’s health initiative for installing
this machine, and the convenience it offers.


—An Anonymous Employee
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JOB PROTECTION • BENEFITS
INFORMATION • ADVOCACY


To avoid questions regarding your leave requests, as
well as a possible charge of being absent without leave,
always try to request leave in advance. If you wait until the
end of the pay period to request and record sick or annual
leave on your WebTA, without a separate prior leave
request to your supervisor, you are not requesting leave in a
timely manner. Your leave may still be granted, but you are
taking a risk.


POPA bargaining unit members
need to request both sick leave and
annual leave in advance whenever
reasonably possible. Make the re -
quest to your immediate supervisor or to the supervisor’s
designee(s) if the supervisor is absent. With either type of
leave, the key is to request leave “in advance.”


If the need for sick leave is not known in advance,
request leave as soon as reasonably possible thereafter. You
may make your request via phone or e-mail. If you can’t
request the leave yourself, you may have someone else
request it for you. If you can’t reach your supervisor or the
supervisor’s designee, you can leave a message with the
request and with a way for the supervisor to contact you.


Patent Office Professional Association
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Howard J. Locker
Vice President/Director of Adverse Action Challenges


(571) 272-0980
Dr. Kathleen Duda


Secretary/Director of EEO Activities
(571) 272-1383


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Unfair Labor Practices


(571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526


David Fenstermacher, Director of Grievances, (571) 272-7102


Letters from readers are welcome. Address to:
The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,


P.O. Box 25287, Alexandria, VA 22313
Visit us on the Web at http://www.popa.org
© 2010 Patent Office Professional Association


POPA
ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday, December 9


Noon – 1 pm
Madison Auditorium


Hear about:
* The state of your union


* Reports from POPA’s officers


* Status of Millennium pay grievances


* Issues facing employees in 2011
and more!


Your actions in requesting leave should be reasonable.
If you realize in the middle of the night that you won’t be
able to come in the next day, you may call in your request to
use leave, but also leave a way for the supervisor to reach
you the next day or call back the next day at a time when
you are more likely to reach the supervisor directly. You are
also required to request additional sick leave for each day


you are absent unless leave for an
extended illness has been previously
approved.


It is a good idea to have the
phone number of your supervisor


and his/her designees handy in the event you need to call to
request either sick or annual leave.


One last caveat: while you may be on annual leave and
performing work at the office or at home, the same is not
permissible while on sick leave. Sick leave is only to be used
for appropriate purposes, such as your own illness, care of a
family member who is ill or for medical appointments.


If you have any questions regarding annual leave or sick
leave, talk with your supervisor or contact POPA Secretary
Kathleen Duda at kathleen.duda@uspto.gov or POPA
Assistant Secretary Pamela Schwartz at pamela.schwartz@
uspto.gov


Attend the 


Avoid Trouble: Get Prior Approval for All Leave


Timeliness is key.
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New Examiner Performance Appraisal Plan Proposed
POPA Members to Vote on Ratification in October


October 2010 Vol. 10 No. 4


POPA anticipates that a new performance appraisal
plan (PAP) for patent examiners will be proposed for
bargaining unit ratification in October, the result of months
of negotiation by union and management members of a task
force appointed by USPTO Director David Kappos
especially for the PAP overhaul.


The proposed changes with the broadest examiner
impact focus on performance plan elements (critical and
non-critical). These include new quality and docket
management elements, “safety zones” for critical elements,
and a new pendency award.
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While praising the USPTO for its recent union-
management cooperative efforts, POPA President Robert
Budens pointed to examination tools, international work
sharing and other areas still needing improvement in his
testimony before Congress on May 5.


Speaking to the House Judiciary Committee at its
USPTO oversight hearing, Budens opened by saying that
the USPTO-POPA efforts have decreased examiner
attrition and elevated employee morale by focusing on
“significant issues that have plagued the parties for
decades.” He highlighted progress on initiatives to improve
the examiner count system and telework and to expand the
first-action interview program.


Moving on to areas needing improvement, Budens


POPA Testifies to Congress on the USPTO’s Way Forward


Safety Zones
The safety zone concept accounts for periods of


difficulty for an examiner, often due to illness or adversity,
while protecting the agency need to maintain performance.
The safety zone idea embodies Director Kappos’ directive
to the PAP task force to use a “framework that focuses on
coaching, mentoring, and training” and to “treat problems as
fixable.”


An employee is limited to using this safety zone
protection twice in a five-year period in a given element or,
in the case of the quality element, a given subelement. If an
examiner falls within the safety zone for a particular
element or subelement more than two times over five years,
the examiner may receive an oral warning the third and
subsequent times this occurs within any five-year period.


Production Element
The most notable changes in production (besides the


name, which has been called productivity goal achievement)
are the ranges of production percentages tied to
performance rating levels and the creation of the production
safety zone. The first chart on page 2 illus trates the current
and proposed production goal ratings.


Under the production safety zone, an employee falling
into an unacceptable level in the 80-87 percent productivity
range at the end of a quarter will be allowed the next
quarter to achieve at least 88 percent productivity without
receiving an oral warning. During the safety zone quarter, 


(continued on page 2)


noted that efficient examination tools are essential for
efficient examination. “Examiners remain frustrated by
inadequate and/or dysfunctional systems that slow the
examination process,” said Budens. “Years of neglect of the
U.S. classification system are a hindrance to examiners in
technologies that do not lend themselves to keyword
searching,” especially the mechanical technologies.


POPA supports the concept of a global classification
system proposed by the Five IP Offices, a forum of the five
largest intellectual property offices also known as the IP5:
the USPTO, the European Patent Office, the Japan Patent
Office, the Korea Intellectual Property Office, and the State
Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of 


(continued on page 3)
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Performance Appraisal Plan
(continued from page 1)


the supervisor is charged with coaching and mentoring to
assist the employee.


If the examiner reaches at least the marginal level of 88
percent for the next quarter, no oral warning will issue. If
the examiner’s production falls below marginal for that
quarter, without a bona fide justification, an oral warning
may result.


If an employee falls below 80 percent for any quarter,
the employee is below the safety zone and may receive an
oral warning at the end of the quarter.


Quality Element
The former critical performance elements of patent


examining functions, action taking and patentability
determination will merge in the new PAP into one quality
element.


Errors will be grouped into three categories:
! Category 1 errors can be charged after several
occurrences of the same error and after individual
mentoring and training has failed to eliminate the problem.
! Category 2 errors represent more serious infractions and
can be charged after a single occurrence.
! Category 3 errors apply only to primary examiners and
are based on improper final rejections or allowances.


Category 1 and 2 errors will be calculated as a
percentage of all actions. Category 3 errors will be a
percentage of all allowances plus final rejections. A numeric
error rating will only apply to and be calculated for
examiners at the GS-11 level and above.


The new PAP creates a quality safety zone for an error
component score of 7.5 to 9.99 percent. If an examiner falls
within that zone at the end of any recognized fiscal year
quarter, the employee will be allowed the next quarter to


achieve at least a 7.49 percent error component score to
avoid receiving an oral warning. As with the production
safety zone, during this quarter the supervisor will focus on
coaching and mentoring the examiner.


If the examiner reaches at least the marginal level for
the next quarter, no oral warning will issue. If the examiner’s
error rate is below 7.49 percent for the next quarter without
a bona fide justification, an oral warning may result. If the
employee exceeds 9.99 percent for any quarter, he or she
may receive an oral warning.


Docket Management
In the proposed PAP plan, docket management replaces


workflow as a critical performance element and will count
for 20 percent of overall performance, versus the 10 percent
currently for workflow.


The new system eliminates the plus/minus workflow
points in favor of an average-day system—an overall
weighted average of the number of days used to complete
actions. Each application falls into a workflow category, and
each category has an assigned number of days for
completion. Examiners will receive a composite component
score percentage, which will average the number of days
used in each category of applications.


The performance levels and safety zone for the docket
management element are the same as those shown above
for the production element.


The items tracked and the evaluation criteria for the
docket management element better align with the USPTO’s
goals to reduce pendency. With the creation of new software,
the administration of the docket management performance
element will be virtually fully automated. It will reduce the
need for biweekly workflow excusals and enable examiners
to earn back performance. The magnitude of the automation
changes, however, may delay implementation of this element
until later in FY 2011.


Pendency Award
The proposed pendency award is a two-tiered system


that rewards examiners quarterly for exceeding their docket
management “score” on certain components. The task force
believes it’s a more meaningful award than the current
pendency reduction award.             (continued on next page)
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Depending on the level of additional performance above the
requirements for the docket management element,
employees may earn 0.5 percent of their salary per quarter
for tier 1 or 0.75 percent of salary per quarter for tier 2. In
addition, there will be a 0.5 percent or 1 percent
supplemental payment for continuous performance at the
tier 1 or tier 2 level, respectively, over four consecutive
quarters. Thus, an employee can earn up to 2.5 percent (0.5
percent per quarter plus 0.5 percent supplemental payment)
for four consecutive quarters of tier 1 performance or 4
percent for four quarters of tier 2 performance.


The pendency award will be implemented at the same
time as the docket management element. 


Employee Briefings and Ratification Vote
The topics discussed in this article represent only


highlights of the full PAP proposal. The USPTO and POPA
will be informing all examiners about the proposed PAP
during a series of official briefings to be held October 4-8
and October 13. All examiners will be allowed time to
attend one of these briefings and a schedule of briefing
times will be disseminated to all examiners.


All dues-paying POPA members will have the
opportunity to vote for or against ratifying the new PAP. A
voting station will operate during and after each official PAP
briefing at tables outside of the briefing room. All
bargaining unit employees who are not dues-paying POPA
members may complete the dues-withholding form, SF-1187,
and submit it at the voting station.


China. However, POPA would require that a such a system
incorporate “sufficient granularity in the classification of
technologies” to allow high-quality, timely classified
searching, added Budens.


Another IP5 objective—common access to search and
examination results—causes more concern for POPA. To be
feasible for the USPTO, Budens stated that a successful
work-sharing program must address differences in the
world’s patent laws, recognize the sovereign nature of patent
examination and reduce the issues facing an examiner
during prosecution “to truly increase efficiency and reduce
pendency.”


Fine Tuning Patent Reform
Budens outlined several items in a pending Senate


patent reform bill that would cause problems if passed as
law. Changes to the one-year grace period for U.S. inventors
would harm inventors particularly by failing to protect
applicants from other than their own “public” disclosures in
the year prior to filing. Non-public disclosures for business
purposes, such as licensing, would not be protected under
the proposed grace period. Weakening or eliminating the


Performance Appraisal Plan (from page 2)


POPA Testifies Before Congress
(continued from page 1)


grace period “would force these inventors to withhold
disclosure of their scientific or technical discoveries” until
after they’d applied for a patent, said Budens. This could
delay “public awareness of new drugs or treatments for dis -
eases or the application of newly engineered technologies.”


POPA also urged that language be included in the
legislation to mandate that patent searches and examination
be performed in the United States by U.S. citizens. Without
this, “USPTO management will be free to require U.S.
examiners to give full faith and credit to a search from a
foreign office, effectively transferring patentability
determinations and, hence, creation of U.S. property rights,
to a foreign government entity,” said Budens.


The patent reform feature of a post-grant review
process would siphon funds from examination and rack up
litigation expenses, Budens testified. “Quality should be built
into the patent examination process from the beginning, not
months or years after a patent has issued,” he said.


Let Our Fees Go
POPA has always supported the USPTO’s ability to


retain and use all of its fee income, as has been allowed by
law since 2005. For fiscal year 2010, however, the agency
may have to return any collected fees that exceeded its
appropriations, which would limit the USPTO’s agility in
responding to economic conditions. POPA now supports the
creation of a reserve fund “to allow carry-over of unused
fees from one year to another.”


Patent reform legislation has been pending on Capitol
Hill for years, but POPA believes that adequate funding for
the USPTO can’t wait any longer. “We encourage the
committee to consider legislation separate and apart from
existing patent reform legislation to address the agency’s
long-term funding and fee setting authority,” said Budens.


USPTO Funding Bill Introduced in House
Shortly after POPA President Robert Budens


testified before the House Judiciary Committee in favor
of separate USPTO funding legislation, Committee
Chairman John Conyers, Jr. (D-Mich.) and Committee
Ranking Member Lamar Smith (R-Texas) introduced
legislation that, according to their press release, “assists
our nation’s inventors and innovative businesses by
providing the USPTO with urgently needed resources for
reliable and sustainable funding.”


The Patent and Trademark Office Funding Stabiliza -
tion Act (H.R. 5322) specifically gives the USPTO fee-
setting authority, provides it the authority to impose a 15
percent temporary surcharge for all of the USPTO’s fees,
and prevents fees collected from being diverted away
from the agency for unrelated government programs.


“This bill responds to the present fiscal crisis at the
USPTO by helping the agency hire additional examiners,
help reduce the backlog of patent applications, and
improve patent quality,” the press release also stated.
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Why I Joined POPA


“POPA is our advocate”
I think of POPA as the only people who look out for


our rights. Without the union to look out for us, we’d be at
the mercy of management. We need to give the agency our
best work, but POPA is our advocate. They’re our watchdog.
They’re the Ralph Nader for patent examiners.


I’ve been a dues-paying member for five years. I joined
pretty much after orientation. There have been a few times
over the five years when I needed POPA’s guidance and
they were totally there for me.


For me, I feel a healthy sense of obligation. I mean, the
organization can’t run on nothing. I feel it’s the
responsibility of each of us to contribute. I’d feel like a
moocher if I didn’t—POPA does so much for us.


—Primary Examiner Susan Moon Lee, AU 2917


A Teachable Moment: Keeping
Sight of USPTO Goals


The USPTO understands that the patent examiner’s job
involves a steep learning curve. All new examiners, even
those with advanced degrees, receive specific examination
training. The agency encourages and expects newer, junior
examiners to seek counsel and guidance from more senior
primary examiners, quality assurance specialists and
supervisors.


Yet some supervisors forget that this mentoring and
training of junior examiners is part of their job description—
an oversight that harms the USPTO goal to foster the
highest quality patent examination.


One particular example began with an examiner and
supervisor discussing a §112 issue. The supervisor directed
the examiner to seek the opinion of the quality assurance
specialist because the supervisor assumed the specialist
would support his position. However, the quality assurance
specialist said there was no §112 problem.


When the examiner reported to the supervisor about
the §112 non-issue and said that the application was in
condition for allowance, the supervisor responded, “Oh, No!
No!” The examiner asked what he meant.


The supervisor responded that he had “found a
reference.”


“Can I see the reference?” asked the examiner, so he
could see for himself if a rejection was warranted.


“No!” replied the supervisor.
The examiner was stunned. He suggested that they act


in a professional manner and look together at the reference
the supervisor had found. The supervisor replied that the
examiner should have found the reference in his search and
he wasn’t going to show it to him. The meeting deteriorated,
voices were elevated, the supervisor kicked the examiner
out of his office and threatened to call security.


Assuming that the supervisor had a reference available
for the application, this was certainly a lost teachable
moment for the junior examiner. The supervisor could have
shown the examiner how the reference read on the claims
and then instructed the examiner on the search strategy the
supervisor had used to come up with the reference.


If the supervisor was not sure of the validity of the
claims at issue, it would have been a teachable moment for
both of them. The supervisor could have guided the
examiner to search additional subclasses, if needed, and
together they could have asked the primary examiners in
that technology to advise on patentability.


Fortunately for the examiner and the patent system, the
technology center director granted the junior examiner’s
request to transfer to another art unit. The new art unit
supervisor and the examiner subsequently reviewed the case
in question and agreed to place a rejection against the
application for reasons wholly independent of the first
supervisor’s rationale. The first supervisor never supplied the
examiner with the reference. 


Solving Workplace Problems
Sometimes when USPTO employees run into a work -


place problem, all it takes is a knowledgeable POPA repre -
sentative and a reasonable manager to resolve the problem.


For example, in one recent case an examiner was denied
telework. The employee had received a marginal
performance rating for fiscal year 2009, but earned a fully
successful rating at midyear 2010, received a within-grade
increase in salary, and learned she could start the partial
signatory authority program. When she asked for the abil i ty
to telework one day per week, her supervisor said no. The
group director supported the supervisor’s decision, saying
that only fiscal year ratings determine telework ability and
that the employee would have to wait until she got her FY
2010 rating. The supervisor said, “Nothing I can do.”


After the employee contacted POPA, the union
representative talked with the technology center director,
who agreed that the examiner was entitled to telework. The
next day the employee got e-mails from her supervisor and
director letting her know that she would be considered in
the next cycle of telework openings in August.


In a second case, an employee received an oral warning
for 50 percent production for the third quarter of FY 2010.
She had never had production problems before, and even
with the 50 percent quarter was still achieving about 100
percent for the fiscal year. She earned more than 110
percent for each of the last five fiscal years; in FY 2008 she
reached more than 130 percent. Turns out she is on a part-
time schedule to care for her elderly parents. The examiner’s
father had been in and out of the hospital during the low-
production quarter and died in May 2010. For religious
reasons, the employee then observed mourning for 40 days.
The supervisor accounted for none of this when he gave the
employee an oral warning.


When POPA approached the technology center director
about this case, the director knew none of the circumstances
of the employee’s situation and reconsidered the case. Two
days later, the warning was rescinded.


It pays to have POPA at work for you.
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From the POPA President
Due to some back problems, I spent a good part of this


past summer in the hospital and rehabilitation, and continue
with physical therapy and treatment for chronic pain. I want
to take this opportunity to thank one and all for your kind
wishes and leave donations while I was on extended sick
leave and thank you for your continued support since my
return to the office. Thanks also to the POPA officers and
Executive Committee members for stepping up on my
behalf during my absence.—Robert Budens


Additional POPA Quiz winners Kathryn Trillas and Dave Dalke. 


POPA Community Day Quiz winners (left to right) Paul
Masur, Henry Yu and Lawrence Galka.


POPA Quiz Answers Revealed
Many visitors to POPA’s Community Day booth took


the famous POPA Quiz to test their knowledge of the
USPTO, POPA and the patent system. Congratulations to
the five participants who answered all the questions with the
fewest errors: Kathryn Trillas, librarian/SIRA; Dave Dalke,
Labor Relations; Paul Masur, TC 2400; Henry Yu, TC 2100;
and Larry Galka, TC 3700. And the quiz answers were:
Question 1: The date of the first U.S. patent was 1790—this
is probably one of the first things an examiner in the patent
academy learns.
Question 2: Of the members of Congress listed, two hold
U.S. patents: Rep. Darrell Issa (Calif.) and Rep. Roscoe
Bartlett (Md.).
Question 3: The Patent Office was located in Washington,
D.C., when it was spared from burning during the War of
1812.
Question 4: The POPA lobbyist is Helen Bentley, former
member of Congress from Maryland.
Question 5: Four members of the POPA Executive Commit -
tee hold doctoral degrees. The answer was in the committee
roster, which clearly noted those members with a doctoral
degree, and which was available on the POPA table.
Question 6: POPA negotiated the special achievement
award (SAA) in 1983.
Question 7: Out of the 34 members of the POPA Executive
Committee, 16 are women.
Question 8: Thomas Jefferson is credited with examining the


nation’s first patent applications.
Question 9: Potash was the subject of the first U.S. patent
application.
Question 10: POPA negotiated all of the programs listed: the
Signatory Authority, Compressed Work Schedule, Transit
Subsidies, Special Pay Rate, Gainsharing Award,
Compensatory Time, Telework, Part-Time Schedule and
Learning Curves.
Question 11: Former Director James Rogan was also a
former member of Congress from California.
Question 12: Of the individuals listed, two had been patent
examiners—Albert Einstein (Swiss patent examiner) and
Robert Stoll (U.S. patent examiner).


When Hoteling, Keep an 
Online Presence


The USPTO has investigated a few hoteling examiners
because they showed so little activity on the agency’s
computer system.


The common thread among these examiners seems to
be that they claimed many hours of examining time but had
spent little or no time on the USPTO computer system, as
evidenced by no log-on to the system for extended periods.
One examiner had searched on the U.S. Patents database
(USPAT) as little as 10 minutes for a new application. Ano -
ther examiner was showing no time on the agency’s system.


The current PAP Guidelines require examiners to
search at least the class and subclass in which an application
is classified. Using the USPAT database to do that search
would help to establish an online presence of the examiner.


Consider varying your search strategy for each of
multiple applications, rather than employing the identical
search method for 20 or more office actions. One examiner’s
explanation that the actions had a very close art area did not
fly with USPTO officials.


Hotelers enjoy a great deal of freedom and no longer
maintain an office on the agency’s campus. However, to
avoid USPTO investigation, guard against becoming a
virtual examiner, i.e., one who turns in work but seems
invisible to the USPTO computer system.
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Know Your Rights


Providing Comments to Your
Fiscal Year Rating


At the end of each fiscal year, your supervisor will meet
with you to give you your annual performance rating. Your
supervisor may actually go over the rating with you or just
ask you to sign your performance appraisal plan (PAP) once
you get to see the final outcome on the summary sheet. The
supervisor will then take back the PAP so the technology
center director can sign it.


When the supervisor directs you to sign the PAP, you
have an opportunity to disagree with ratings given or the
rationale behind the ratings.


On the summary sheet, towards the bottom, look for a
check box that reads, “Comments attached.” Check this box
if you want the opportunity to comment on your annual
performance rating.


According to the examiner PAP, after you check the box
during your meeting you have five days to provide your
supervisor with comments to attach to your PAP that then
become part of your PAP record.


If you fail to check this box, it is very likely that your
managers will not allow you to add comments to your
record.


If you detect a lack of specificity when you first review
your PAP with your supervisor, you can ask for actual
details to support the rating in any element.


You could at a minimum state in your comments that
you don’t understand your rating or the basis for it because
you have not been provided the information necessary to
review it for accuracy. You can allege that the rating is
deficient and defective since you have been given no specific
findings of alleged errors. 


If you are provided with some specifics, by all means,
check them out. Make sure that your supervisor is not
alleging an error that Quality Review had decided in your
favor. Also ensure that the office action in question was
actually “counted” within the fiscal year in review. In some
instances a supervisor may not count your office action for
production within the rating period, yet counts an error
against you within that rating period. 


Patent Examining Functions
In the patent examining functions element in your PAP,


your supervisor may simply tell you that the high quantity of
your errors dropped you to a marginal rating in this
element. You could accept the rating without finding out
about the alleged errors or you could ask what these alleged
errors are and who alleged them, e.g., your supervisor or the
quality assurance specialist. Your supervisor may not even
have stated the number of errors or the serial numbers
containing these errors.


Production Goal Achievement
For the production goal achievement element, check all


the numbers to make sure they are correct. Be sure that
your supervisor rounded off your production achieved to
the next digit if your production is .5 or higher. For example,
if your production goal achievement is 94.5 percent, it is
rounded to 95 percent. Some supervisors may dispute this
rounding, but you can find this specified in the first sentence
of the production goal achievement element write-up in
your PAP.


Also check that your leave and other time were
accurately reported if your production is very close to one of
the rating percentage levels.


Finally, if you worked overtime during the rating year,
don’t cut your production so close that your rating is
harmed if, at the last minute in a fiscal year, you lose an
office action count. Don’t miscalculate and jeopardize your
job rating due to insufficient production to gain a few more
dollars of overtime. Examiners who are just short of a
production level needed for an award can back out overtime
hours at 100 percent to meet the required production level.


Workflow Management
Regarding the workflow management element, find out


the serial numbers of the applications that your supervisor
alleges missed deadlines. In this element, you must be
proactive throughout the fiscal year. Request a waiver of
negative workflow points from your supervisor during the
fiscal year if you are unable to get to all of the amendments
due on your amended docket. It is much more difficult to
recoup those negative points at the end of the fiscal year.
Beware of any manager who says, “Don’t worry about the
negative workflow points.” These points sneak up on you. If
you lose more than 11 workflow points during the fiscal year
(without any positive points), you can find yourself with an
unsatisfactory rating for the year.


If you have any further questions regarding comments
on your PAP, please contact a POPA representative.
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Talks Continue on Performance Appraisal Changes


June 2010 Vol. 10 No. 3


For the past several months, a task force of POPA and
UPSTO representatives convened by USPTO Director
David Kappos has been meeting to address problems with
the agency’s administration of the examiner Performance
Appraisal Plan (PAP). The goal is to redefine examiner
performance standards, take the sharp edges off the agency’s
disciplinary process, and value employees by treating
performance problems as fixable rather than terminal.


The negotiators are discussing a firm commitment from
agency management to treat all employees fairly and
equitably; retaining grievances for signatory authority
denials, oral warnings and written warnings; keeping
employee removals arbitrable for both performance and
conduct; maintaining and more explicitly defining “clear
error”; and updating the existing signatory authority pro -
gram to reflect the new changes in the PAP while main -
taining the other aspects of the signatory authority program.


Below is a more detailed explanation of several major
PAP topics:


Production. Under the current PAP, the range for a mar -
ginal rating in the production element is very narrow. An ex -
aminer who normally produces at the fully successful level,
however, can experience difficulties due to one life event,
such as a grave illness or death in the family. Suddenly the
ex   aminer’s production can drop causing the examiner’s rat -
ing to quickly fall—not just to the marginal level, but per -
haps even to the unacceptable range. Currently, this one event
can place even a long-established employee’s job in jeopardy.


The range for commendable performance also should
be expanded to reflect performance above the fully


www.popa.org PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR PATENT PROFESSIONALS


The USPTO recognizes that taking the bar examination
is a big deal in an employee’s career and offers you some
extra support.


In 1974 the agency began the policy and practice of
granting USPTO professionals, for one time only, up to three
days of excused absence to take the bar exam. Requests for
this excused absence must be submitted to your supervisor
for approval. Additionally, up to two days (16 hours) of
excused absence may be authorized for any required
interviews before admissions committees of the bar involved
and the like, and the time so spent may include travel time.


However, travel time, wherever reasonably possible,
should be performed outside of normal working hours. For
instance, those being admitted to the bar in Maryland or
Virginia would be expected to appear either early in the 


(continued on page 4)


USPTO Grants Employees Leave
for Bar Exam


successful level. This would highlight the significant number
of examiners who consistently do more work than is
required by their performance standards.


POPA is working to change the required performance
ranges to more accurately reflect the reality of examination
life. The union is looking to change the ranges so that 89
percent is no longer failing and 94 percent is no longer
marginal. The hope is also to change the commendable
range to 103 percent-109 percent. In addition, and perhaps
most significantly, POPA is working to build into the system
some allowance for a single quarter dip in production—so
that one quarter doesn’t automatically trigger the
disciplinary process as it does today.


POPA is interested in increasing the time frame for
examiners to bring up their production rate from the
unsatisfactory level. Employees need more than three
months to fully recover from a serious life event.


Workflow (Docket Management). Under the current
PAP, most patent examiners successfully manage the
workflow element. However, the current workflow element
is quite unforgiving. If an examiner falls behind on even a
relative few cases, he/she can fall into a hole that can just get
bigger and deeper with time. With the current workflow
performance metrics, it can quickly become impossible for
examiners to dig out of a workflow hole once they have
fallen into it.


As the task force began its work, POPA believed that a 
(continued on page 2)\


New Count System Queries
Puzzled by one of the features of the new count


system? Go right to the experts for the answer.
At the home page of the USPTO employee


intranet site, click on the blue Examiner Count
System button for a link to frequently asked
questions and answers on the new procedures.


For answers to your specific questions about
cases, e-mail your inquiries to
NewCountSystemQuestions@ uspto.gov. Examiners
report receiving a useful reply within a few days.
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Recently an examiner found himself stuck between
differing management opinions of “clear error,” with his
patent examining career hanging in the balance.


The examiner, who was going through the Partial
Signatory Authority Program, consulted the 35 USC 101
Help Desk in his technology center. The USPTO had set up
the 101 Help Desk to help examiners be consistent in their
approach to patentable subject matter. The examiner
determined his approach to the claims under consideration
and one of the 101 Help Desk members supported his
approach. This 101 Help Desk member happened to be one
of the authors of the Interim Guidelines on 35 USC 101,
which all examiners study during their training.


After his evaluation for permanent partial signatory
authority, the examiner was astounded to learn that he had
been charged with an Action Taking clear error in
evaluating the very claims that he had discussed with the 101
Help Desk expert.


Did a higher technology expert overrule the 101 Help
Desk expert? The agency would not reveal the identity of
the reviewer who alleged the error. The agency also charged
the examiner with another clear error regarding
interpretation of claims under 35 USC 101. On that matter
the examiner had also contacted the 101 Help Desk expert,
who again had agreed with the examiner, stating the
positions clearly in an e-mail to the examiner.


It appears that the USPTO had set this examiner up to
fail. The agency had created a group of experts in each
technology center to advise all examiners on the appropriate
approach to take on 35 USC 101 claims. The agency directed
this examiner to rely on one of its experts, and then
overruled its own guidance.


This situation is an excellent example of the importance
of the “clear error” definition in the current examiner
Performance Appraisal Plan. The existing clear error
standard provides that, where an “honest and legitimate
difference of opinion” exists between an examiner and a
supervisor, such a difference of opinion does not constitute
clear error and cannot be alleged as such in a performance
review such as the Partial Signatory Authority Program.


The employee made his case to the technology center
director. After several weeks with no word, the examiner 


(continued on next page)


Performance Appraisal Talks
(continued from page 1)


few simple changes to the current workflow metrics could
address this issue. As it turns out, however, the agency was
even unhappier than POPA with the current workflow
system, which the agency had created and implemented in
1986.  USPTO management was not interested in keeping
the existing workflow management element. The agency felt
that the current element was too cumbersome for
supervisors to properly administer and did not align with
current agency goals. The agency is working hard to come up
with a new “docket management” system to focus examiner
performance more directly toward the agency’s congress ion -
al and Commerce Department goals to reduce pendency.


The new docket management system would be coupled
with a significant new financial award to incentivize
examiners to manage their dockets. This would help achieve
the agency’s goals while rewarding examiners’ performance.
The docket management element would give examiners a
set “average” number of days to do a particular type of
office action, resulting in fewer missed deadlines, more
examiner control over the workload, and a greater ability to
dig out of a workflow hole.


POPA is interested in this discussion, provided that the
new Docket Management element puts at least as many
employees at the outstanding level, avoids the very real
pitfalls of the current workflow system, and accounts for
situations out of the ordinary (one of the best features of the
existing workflow system). If these requirements can be met,
aligning examiners’ docket management performance with
agency goals and rewarding that performance makes sense.


Quality/Clear Errors. The Patentability Determination
element, one of three current quality elements for a primary
examiner, is a very harsh standard. It only measures allowed
applications and the errors found in them. Until recently, if a
pri mary examiner messed up just one allowance, it could re -
sult in an unacceptable rating for the year. POPA worked
with the agency on this issue in the recently completed
Count System Initiatives Task Force, so that now a single
patent a bil ity error can no longer sink a primary examiner’s
perfor mance or serve as the basis for a performance
warning.


Because examiners’ final rejections are also
“patentability determinations,” i.e., the examiner has said
“no” to patentability and finally rejected the application
instead of saying “yes” and allowing the application, POPA
is interested in a quality measure that looks at examiner
performance in a more realistic and encompassing manner.
This should serve to level the playing field with respect to
examiner patentability determinations by considering errors
in allowances and final determinations as equally weighted
actions in performance evaluations.


POPA is also working to combine the Patent Examining
Functions, Action Taking, and Patentability Determination
elements of the current PAP into a single “Quality” element.
Coupled with an improved definition of what would


constitute a “clear error,” POPA believes that such a quality
element would more accurately reflect the quality
performance of examiners.


These represent just a few of the issues that POPA and
the USPTO are hashing out. Both parties hope to agree on
revisions that will improve the performance appraisal
system, the patent process and employee work life.


For more information, employees can click on the
“Patent Examiner PAP” Task Force button on the right side
of the “USPTO Weekly” employee intranet home page.


Examiner Caught in the Middle
of “Clear Error” Disagreement
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Do’s and Don’ts of Sick Leave
The most basic of federal employment benefits—sick


leave—is still often misunderstood by employees and
supervisors.


Regardless of whether you are a GS-5 or a GS-15
employee, or have been on the job 30 days or 30 years, as a
full-time federal employee you accrue (or build up) four hours
of sick leave per pay period. Part-time employees accrue one
hour of sick leave for every 20 hours in a pay status.


Beyond those basics, however, understanding the
legitimate uses of sick leave becomes more complicated.


Caring for Yourself
You can use sick leave for personal incapacitation due


to physical or mental illness, injury, pregnancy or childbirth;
medical, dental or optical appointments and exposure to
communicable disease, i.e., if you must be quarantined due
to exposure. However, absences of more than three days
may require certification by a medical or dental profes -
sional.


Caring for Family Members
Full-time employees can use up to 104 hours of sick


leave (40 of these hours can be advanced to employees) for
family care or bereavement purposes each leave year
(roughly the calendar year):


! to care for a family member who is incapacitated due
to physical or mental illness, injury, pregnancy or childbirth;


! to help take a family member to a medical, dental or
optical appointment; or


! to arrange for or attend a family member’s funeral.
“Family member” is defined as a spouse and his/her


parents; children and their spouses; parents; siblings and
their spouses; and any individual related by blood or affinity
whose close association with the employee is the equivalent
of a family relationship.


For part-time employees, this 104-hour allowance is pro-
rated.


To care for a family member with a serious health
condition, employees may use up to 12 weeks of sick leave
per leave year, but must subtract any sick leave used for
family care or bereavement purposes.


was called to a meeting with his supervisor and a quality
assurance specialist, who told him that the charges of clear
error would be dropped. They did not state it in writing.


The employee reported that no one ever said, “We were
wrong, you were right.” No one apologized for the mistake,
the time wasted or the anxiety caused. Just a, “We’re
dropping the clear error charges.”


Ironically, one of the managers involved in this situation
was in error. Nevertheless, if the past is an indicator of the
future, this manager will not likely be charged with a “clear
error” or face any other measurable consequence.


Adoptions
For adoptions, sick leave can be used for:
! appointments with adoption agencies, social workers


and attorneys;
! court proceedings;
! required travel;
! any time during which the parents are ordered or


required by an adoption agency or court to take off from
work to care for the adopted child; and


! other activities necessary to allow the adoption to
proceed.


The USPTO can require evidence for these uses.
Adoptive parents may not use sick leave for bonding or
childcare.


Advanced Sick Leave
A federal employee may be granted up to a total of 240


hours of advanced sick leave. This is at the USPTO’s
discretion and is not an entitlement. The agency will
consider the likelihood that the employee can repay the
advanced sick leave in the future.


Bone Marrow or Organ Donor Leave
An employee may use up to seven days of paid leave


each calendar year to serve as a bone marrow donor.
An employee may use up to 30 days of paid leave each


calendar year to serve as an organ donor.This leave is in
addition to sick and annual leave.


Leave Transfer Program
An employee must have a need of at least 24 hours of


leave for a medical emergency (of their own or a family
member’s) to be eligible for a leave transfer. Once the
agency approves the leave transfer request, an employee
may receive annual leave donated directly to him/her by
fellow federal employees.


Recipients are not limited on the amount of annual
leave donations that they can receive, but unused donated
leave must be returned when the medical emergency ends.


! Only annual leave can be donated.
! Employees donate directly to another federal


employee.
! Leave can be donated or received across federal


agencies, e.g., a USPTO employee can receive annual leave
from an IRS employee.


USPTO maintains a list of eligible recipients on the
intranet site (under “Announcements”).


Expand Your Worklife Fulfillment


USPTO Community Day
Thursday, June 10 • 11 a.m. – 2 p.m.


Stop by POPA’s table for info and freebies


“Clear Error” Disagreement (from page 2)
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arbitration. Only POPA can take a case to arbitration, so
you or your representative will have to take the situation to
the POPA Executive Committee to vote on whether or not
your case should to go arbitration.


The entire process can take a long time and may require
the filing of requests for information to the agency or
gathering of evidence, but frequently grievances are settled
or otherwise resolved early in the process. Sometimes it is
just a matter of the agency providing more information to
the employee or the employee presenting more information
or more detailed arguments to the supervisor.


For more information on the grievance and arbitration
processes, see Articles 11 and 12 of the Collective Bargain -
ing Agreement—go to www.popa.org, click on Useful Info,
select Agreements and then click on Collective Bargaining. 
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Know Your Rights


What is a Grievance Anyway?
In short, a grievance is a dispute between an employee


and his/her employer. In the federal sector, unions and
agencies are required to have a “negotiated grievance
procedure” in place to allow employees and agencies to
resolve such disputes—it is one of the advantages of federal
union representation. POPA’s current negotiated grievance
procedure can be found at Article 11 of its Collective
Bargaining Agreement (see link below).


If you are a member of the POPA bargaining unit and
believe that you have been treated unfairly or inequitably by
the agency, your supervisor or director, and you do not
believe you can work out the issue through informal
discussion, you may consider filing a grievance.


The first thing you need to know is that you only have
20 calendar days from the event or decision that you are
grieving to inform your supervisor that you are grieving. You
may file a grievance with or without POPA representation.


If you are unsure if you want to pursue your issue or if
you would like POPA representation, it is a good idea to
discuss your issue with a union representative who works on
grievances to help you decide. Contact Pamela Schwartz,
POPA director of grievances or David Fenstermacher,
deputy director of grievances, to set up a meeting. 


During that initial conversation, you will be able to
discuss your factual situation and obtain information about
whether the agency action is supported by law, policy or
agreement. You will also discuss the likelihood of success if
you go forward, the pros and cons of doing so, and what is
involved in the grievance process.


If you decide you want POPA to represent you, the
POPA representative working with you will determine if
there is a reasonable basis for moving forward and if moving
forward on your behalf is a good decision for you, based
upon what you are trying to achieve through the grievance
process. Also, POPA will consider in making a decision the
impact of filing your grievance on the rest of the bargaining
unit. Whether or not POPA represents you, you can move
forward with your grievance.


The POPA representative will explain the steps you
have to take to do this. The very first step is to send an e-
mail to your supervisor letting him/her know that you are
filing a grievance over an action or event.


The next step is a meeting at which you and/or your
POPA representative will present the grievance to
management. Once you receive a response to your
presentation, a formal grievance paper has to be filed within
10 calendar days, unless the time is extended by the agency.
This formal paper is the opportunity to set forth your issue,
the reasons why you believe the agency decision or action is
incorrect or unfair, and your requested remedies. Once
again, the agency will respond and you will have 10 days to
file a final argument paper called “Exceptions to the Agency
Response.” The agency will then issue a final decision.


If you want to pursue that issue further, the next step is


morning or in the evening before the day on which they are
admitted where reasonable travel time permits. Similarly,
those being admitted to the bar in other states would be
expected to travel outside of normal working hours
whenever possible.


Excused absence may be authorized only for necessary
travel time and for the days during which the examination is
administered. Excused absence will not be authorized for
time taken for personal purposes on the way to or returning
from taking the bar exam. Annual leave or leave without
pay must be used for such purposes.


No excused absence is authorized for studying for the
examination or for taking preparatory courses. Nor is any
excused absence permitted for admission to a bar when the
employee is already a member of another bar or for
admission to any other courts such as the Court of Claims or
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.


Patent professionals appreciate this longtime support of
their career development efforts by the USPTO.


Bar Exam Leave  (continued from page 1)
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POPA and Director Kappos Discuss Patents Future 
with Commerce Secretary Locke


February 2010 Vol. 10 No. 1


Patent
Office


Professional
Association


The welfare of the economy and patent


examination are linked in the eyes of the Obama


administration, according to Secretary of Commerce


Gary Locke, who invited POPA and the USPTO to


discuss patent priorities with him at a November


meeting.


POPA President Robert Budens and Vice


President Howard Locker joined USPTO Director


David Kappos to explain the impacts of budget


realities on the patent application backlog.


They outlined the harm to patent examination


done by diverting patent fees to the general treasury


and requiring the USPTO to pay more than $70


million annually for employee retirement benefits.


(USPTO and the U.S. Postal Service are the only


federal agencies that pay the Office of Personnel


Management to cover their retirees’ benefits.) These


practices contributed to the USPTO budget shortfall,


which in turn led to the recent hiring freeze.


During the halt in hiring, the USPTO has


continued to lose approximately 15-20 examiners


each biweek. POPA pointed to an outmoded USPTO


culture that has been too ready to fire examiners rather than


invest in the training and mentoring needed to improve their


performance and retain them. This historically high fire-and-


hire cycle has expended big bucks on initial examiner
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training only to lose many of the recently hired and begin


the cycle anew. The hiring freeze stopped this cycle, forcing


the agency to reexamine its personnel processes.


(continued on page 2)


Speeding patent processing among the world’s patent


offices has been a hot topic for decades. The USPTO is


launching programs to increase worksharing efficiencies and


hosted a November 2009 roundtable meeting—including


POPA—to discuss the new USPTO processes.


At the meeting of agency officials, U.S. private sector


patent attorneys, and representatives from intellectual


property organizations, POPA conveyed patent examiners’


concerns and perspectives regarding the new programs,


dubbed the Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH) and


Strategic Handling of Applications for Rapid Examination


(SHARE).


The USPTO describes PPH as the “fast track”


examination of applications. The program basically would


codify that when a patent office allows the claims of an


application, a corresponding application filed in a second


patent office could be advanced out of turn. Then the office


of the second filing (OSF) can use the search and examina-


tion results of the office of first filing (OFF) to avoid work


duplication and expedite examination in the OSF.


While this sounds simple and productive, POPA pointed


up a basic flaw in the process: It would require the USPTO


to give full faith and credit to search and/or examination


results from other countries.


Differences in patent laws among various countries may


result in relevant art not being cited. Examination practices


differ among the major patent offices. Some focus


examination on broadest claims and don’t address all the


individual features found in dependent claims.


Relying on others’ failure to find relevant prior art is


inherently risky. The agency needs to focus on ensuring that


(continued on page 2) 


POPA Sits at Patents Worksharing Roundtable


Discussing the USPTO’s future at a Nov. 30 meeting. (L to R) Under 
Secretary of Commerce and USPTO Director David Kappos, POPA Vice
President Howard Locker, POPA President Robert Budens, Secretary of
Commerce Gary Locke.
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POPA at Worksharing Roundtable 
(continued from page 1)


Patents Future Discussion
(continued from page 1)


Director Kappos sees the value in revamping the system


and has set up a USPTO-POPA task force to tackle an in-


depth review of the administration of performance appraisal


plans and disciplinary actions, much as the union and agency


recently worked together on revising the count system. This


will mark the first serious assessment of the examiner


performance appraisal plan since it was devised in 1976 and


the first time since the mid-1990s that the agency will


consider employee input from the union.


The POPA reps also explained the union’s viewpoint on


worksharing among international patent offices,


underscoring the importance of maintaining U.S. search and


examination as inherently American sovereign duties.


the claimed subject matter distinguishes over any cited prior


art and that any amendments, arguments and/or evidence to


overcome rejections in the OFF are submitted to the OSFs.


POPA also noted that giving priority to a significant number


of patent applications taken out of filing date order will


create a problem due to intervening art represented by


unpublished and unexamined applications.


The burden of taking appropriate actions to overcome


rejections must fall on the applicant. POPA proposed that


the applicant should be responsible for taking appropriate


action in accordance with the patent laws in each of the


patent offices in which an applicant files claims, based on the


rejections made by the OFF.


POPA also proposed that the applicant be required to


respond to the OFF and OSF before examination would


commence in the OSF. This would advance prosecution in


the OSF by narrowing the scope of claims or otherwise


overcoming rejections set forth by the OFF before


prosecution begins in the OSF. This in turn would increase


the probability of a timely first action issuing in the OSF and


would reduce total pendency.


This process would be risk-free for each country


because each patent office would be expected to do a


complete search and examination of the application,


following applicant’s appropriate response to the OFF, in


accordance with its own laws and practices.


It also serves the applicant by allowing applicants to


amend claims with offices of subsequent filings based on the


OFF responses. Fast-tracking or pulling applications out of


order wouldn’t be necessary. Efficient application-sharing


mechanisms and time frames among the various offices


worldwide would best serve each office and applicants.


Improving Worksharing Programs
The USPTO’s proposed SHARE process would


prioritize in the examination queue the applications for


which an office is the OFF. The agency expects this would


enhance worksharing by increasing the volume of


exploitable work product from the OFF. SHARE would


dovetail with the PHH program by enabling the OSF to use


the OFF work product to the maximum extent.


POPA notes that the PPH problems of taking


applications out of order would similarly affect SHARE and


ultimately harm examination effectiveness.


If the USPTO decides not to rely on the search or


examination results of other offices, worksharing won’t


reduce work for USPTO examiners. They will still need to


search for relevant art applicable under U.S. laws. If the


USPTO tells its examiners to rely on foreign searches or


examination, then USPTO examiners should not be held


accountable for errors resulting from another office’s search


or examination.


Why I Joined POPA


“It was POPA that Helped to Get
the Promotion Moving”


Thinking back to when I joined the USPTO—I had a


friend from grad school who had come to the agency and


raved about it. So when I started, I knew just enough to get


myself into trouble. But one of the first things my friend did


was to advise me to join POPA. This was probably the best


advice I received in my first year at the PTO.


POPA was the first to tell me about “other” time—that


I’m entitled to time for certain things that are not examining


related and how to take that time. When my promotion was


held up because someone in HR sat on it rather than


contacting my supervisor to let her know it contained an


error, it was POPA that helped to get the promotion


moving. POPA representatives are ready to assist employees


in any way they can.


In 2008 in TC1600, examiners had been instructed


incorrectly about which PCT search reports were given a


half count and which were given a full count. POPA


intervened and we were able to restore 97 PCT half counts


back to the examiners at the end of the fiscal year. That


equaled almost $28,000 in pay back to examiners. So if you


ask, “What has POPA done for me lately?” you really have


to ask yourself instead, “What would my job be like today if


POPA wasn’t here?”


I became active with POPA because I felt the agency


had pushed me into a corner one too many times. When I


switched from a part-time schedule to full-time, I ran for


election as a POPA delegate and won.


Patent professionals should never feel they must put up


with unfair or harsh treatment from a supervisor because


they are afraid of what their boss will do to them if they


stand up for themselves. I find it gratifying that, as a POPA


representative, I can help people receive fairer treatment on


the job.


—Christine Saoud, Primary Examiner, Art Unit 1647,
and POPA Chemical Area Delegate
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POPA Looks Ahead for 2010
Prognosticating POPA’s future is never easy, but POPA


leaders gave association members their best forecast for the


coming year at the POPA Annual Meeting in December.


The most widespread impact on examiners will come


from the successful implementation of the new Count


System Initiatives and the start of union-agency talks on


revising the performance appraisal plan (PAP) and


disciplinary measures. POPA will be closely monitoring how


the count system evolves and will be relying on examiners’


feedback on any good or bad outcomes. The new count


system is a one-year pilot—in summer 2010 the USPTO-


POPA task force will reconvene to review the results of the


first eight months of use to determine if the count system


initiatives should be changed and renewed. A feedback


system is already in place on the USPTO Intranet and


POPA encourages all employees to use it.


If the talks to work out a new PAP are like those that


achieved the new count system, the work ahead for POPA


and the USPTO will be arduous, but rewarding for


examiners and the agency.


Telework Changes
President Robert Budens reported to the membership


that Director Kappos supports POPA’s proposal to change


the duty station of hoteling examiners to their home offices,


thereby negating their requirement to travel to the USPTO


campus every week. However, the agency budget currently


can’t afford to make that duty-station change for employees


who live outside of the 50-mile commuting distance—it


doesn’t have the budget to pay their travel costs. Both


Patent Reform bills pending before Congress include


provisions for pilot programs to test the duty-station


adjustment for long-distance hotelers, but the director


acknowledges there’s no indication that those bills will be


considered in the near future.


Even if the legislative reforms don’t come to pass,


Budens reported that Director Kappos promised that he will


revise the rules to alter the duty stations for hotelers within


the 50-mile radius. Those discussions are underway and


completion is expected soon.


POPA Service Changes
With POPA’s increase in membership in the past year,


Budens announced that the union plans to improve its


computer system and Web site and named the POPA


officials who are now responsible for specific employee


services. Note: Their contact information is available on the


pull-out page of this newsletter.


Adverse and Disciplinary Actions: POPA Vice President


Howard Locker will direct POPA’s efforts to advise and


respond to employees who experience or anticipate


experiencing USPTO adverse and disciplinary actions, e.g.,


suspensions and removals.


Grievances and Unfair Labor Practices: Employees and


POPA delegates seeking assistance with these issues should


consult with POPA Assistant Secretary Pamela Schwartz.


Equal Employment Opportunity Issues: POPA


Secretary Kathleen Duda will oversee POPA’s actions for


employees with EEO problems including requests for


reasonable accommodation.


POPA to Represent Employees
on Commerce and USPTO Labor-


Management Councils
President Obama’s Dec. 9, 2009, executive order


directed all federal agencies to establish labor-management


councils that will meet at “nonadversarial” forums that will


“allow managers and employees to collaborate in continuing


to deliver the highest quality services to the American


people,” according to the document.


“Management should discuss workplace challenges and


problems with labor and endeavor to develop solutions


jointly,” continued the executive order, “rather than advise


union representatives of predetermined solutions to


problems and then engage in bargaining over the impact


and implementation of the predetermined solutions.”


While each department and agency has 90 days to


submit its labor-management council plan for review and


approval, it’s very likely that POPA President Robert


Budens will represent patent professionals on the councils


established by the USPTO and the Department of


Commerce. POPA, representing a bargaining unit of more


than 6,500 employees, is the largest single union in


Commerce. Other unions likely to sit on the Commerce


council include the National Weather Service Employees


Organization (NWSEO) and the American Federation of


Government Employees (AFGE) representing most


employees at the Census Bureau.


In establishing the USPTO council, the executive order


states that the agency director “shall allow employees and


their union representatives to have pre-decisional


involvement in all workplace matters to the fullest extent


practicable, without regard to whether those matters are


negotiable subjects of bargaining under 5 U.S.C. 7106;


provide adequate information on such matters expeditiously


to union representatives where not prohibited by law; and


make a good-faith attempt to resolve issues concerning


proposed changes in conditions of employment, including


those involving the subjects set forth in 5 U.S.C. 7106(b)(1),


through discussions in its labor-management forums.”


The president’s order also established a National


Council on Federal Labor-Management Relations to be co-


chaired by the Office of Personnel Management director


and the deputy director for management of the Office of


Management and Budget. The national council will include


the leaders of the largest federal employee unions and


management associations.







POPA’s success depends on its members, who offer their


time and energy to serve their fellow employees through


association activity. With great gratitude for their


outstanding service, POPA recognized the following


individuals at the 2009 Annual Meeting.


Randy Myers – Lifetime Achievement Award
In appreciation for his leadership, dedication and


tireless efforts in effectively representing his fellow patent


professionals as Treasurer for nine years, as Secretary for 16


years and as an elected representative for 27 years.
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POPA Awards Service


Listening to Employees
So far the administration of USPTO Director David


Kappos has listened and responded respectfully to POPA’s


concerns, as evidenced by the recent group-printer problem.


To save money, the USPTO planned to remove a group


computer printer from each floor of examiners, leaving only


one printer for all the employees on each floor to share.


Proving that little things mean a lot, employees reacted


very negatively to the idea. POPA approached newly appoint-


ed Commissioner of Patents Robert Stoll to point out that


the printers are heavily used and show how cutting the num-


bers to one per floor would decrease productivity. Stoll


agreed to keep the approximately 40 printers in use, prevent-


ing long print queues and helping employees feel appreciated.


Patent Office Professional Association
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The Editor, Patent Office Professional Association,


P.O. Box 25287, Alexandria, VA 22313


Officers
Robert D. Budens, President, (571) 272-0897


Howard J. Locker
Vice President/Director of Adverse Action Challenges


(571) 272-0980


Dr. Kathleen Duda,
Secretary/Director of EEO Activities


(571) 272-1383


Pamela R. Schwartz, Assistant Secretary/
Director of Grievances and Unfair Labor Practices


(571) 272-1528


Randy Myers, Treasurer, (571) 272-7526
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David Reip – Distinguished Service Award
In appreciation for his enthusiasm, dedication and


volunteer spirit in representing his fellow professionals in


grievances, investigations and disciplinary actions.


POPA President
Robert Budens (left)
presents Lifetime
Achievement Award to
Randy Myers.


David Fenstermacher
(left) receives his 
award from POPA
Director of Grievances
and Unfair Labor 
Practices Pamela
Schwartz.


POPA President Robert
Budens (left) thanks Alan
Cariaso for his outstanding
service.


Alan Cariaso – Ronald J. Stern Outstanding 
Service Award


In appreciation for his technical and patent examining


leadership in representing his fellow professionals in the


development of the Patent File Wrapper system and other


automated tools.


David Fenstermacher – Grievance Director’s Award
In appreciation of his willingness to use his technical


and legal expertise in representing his fellow professionals in


grievances, investigations and disciplinary matters.


JOB PROTECTION • BENEFITS
INFORMATION • ADVOCACY







POPA Budget Report
2009-2010


The following report includes 2009 Association income and expenditures through December 31, 2009,
and the 2010 Association budget approved by the Executive Committee.


2009 Actual 2010 Budget
INCOME


Dues $ 232,160.00 $ 272,000.00


Interest $ 631.70 $     1,000.00


Other $ 936.39


Total Income $ 233,728.09 $ 273,000.00


EXPENDITURES


Litigation, Lobbying $   78,641.19 $ 160,000.00


Newsletter $   20,346.73 $   33,000.00


National Activities $     2,990.00 $     4,000.00


Training & Conferences $     6,764.48 $     8,000.00


Legal Information Resources $     5,482.23 $     9,000.00


Elections* $                0  $                0


Administrative $   13,831.99 $   23,300.00


Membership Services $                0 $     5,000.00


Membership Meetings $     4,427.37 $     5,000.00


Capital Expenditures $                0 $   15,000.00


Total Expenditures $ 132,483.99 $ 262,300.00


Net to Reserve $ 101,244.10 $   10,700.00


* Effective November 2008, Election expenses are incurred every three years.


Notes


National Activities: Membership dues for national organizations such as Public Employees Roundtable and


Society of Federal Employee and Labor Relations Professionals.


Administrative: Includes expenses for accounting, secretarial, postage, office supplies and equipment, insurance,


miscellaneous and bank fees.


Membership Services: Membership incentives and participation in USPTO Community Day. No Community


Day was held in 2009.







Executive Committee Roster
Telephone Art Unit Office


Union Office —— RND-1D61


OFFICERS
President
Robert D. Budens 571-272-0897 1648 REM-3A35


Vice President/Director of 
Adverse Action Challenges
Howard J. Locker 571-272-0980 1661 REM-2C81


Secretary/Director of
EEO Activities
Dr. Kathleen Duda     571-272-1383 1795 REM-9A65


Assistant Secretary/
Director of Grievances and
Unfair Labor Practices
Pamela R. Schwartz     571-272-1528 1794 REM-10C75


Treasurer
Randall P. Myers 571-272-7526 2614 KNOX-6B81


CHEMICAL AREA DELEGATES
Dr. Patricia Duffy 571-272-0855 1645 REM-3B05


Dr. G. R. Ewoldt 571-272-0843 1644 REM-3C83


Jennifer Graser 571-272-0858 1645 hoteling
Adrienne Johnstone    571-272-1218 1791 REM-7B19


Amy Lewis 571-272-9032 1614 REM -3D30


Ileana Popa 571-272-5546 1633 REM-2C83


Dr. Christine Saoud 571-272-0891 1647 REM-4E81


Geraldina Visconti 571-272-1334 1795 hoteling


ELECTRICAL AREA DELEGATES
Vincent Boccio 571-272-7373 2169 RND-10D39


Jasmine Clark 571-272-1726 2815 JEF-6D39


Azizul Choudhury    571-272-3909 2445 RND-10D69


Phylesha L. Dabney 571-272-7494 2614 KNOX-6D68


Albert Gagliardi 571-272-2436 3992 JEF-9A31


Kim Lockett 571-272-2067 2837 hoteling
Adnan Mirza 571-272-3885 2445 RND-4A89


Dionne Pendleton 571-272-7497 2627 KNOX-8B15


B. James Peikari 571-272-4185 3992 hoteling
Scott J. Sugarman 571-272-2340 2873 JEF-3D11


Jeff Swearingen 571-272-3921 2445 RND-4A69


Julie Anne Watko 571-272-7597 2627 KNOX-8A75


Howard Weiss 571-272-1720 2814 JEF-5A15


MECHANICAL AREA & BUSINESS METHODS DELEGATES
Ella Colbert 571-272-6741 3696 KNOX-4A21


David Fenstermacher  571-272-7102 3656 KNOX-3B07


Vinh Luong 571-272-7109 3656 KNOX-3C03


Craig Price 571-272-2712 3753 RND-10A75


David Reip 571-272-4702 3993 RND-6B81


David Shay 571-272-4773 3769 RND-7A75


DESIGNS AND OTHERS AREAS DELEGATES
George Kirschbaum    571-272-4232 2913 REM-5A70


Melanie H. Tung 571-272-2613 2911 REM-5B87
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Some Hotelers Allowed Home Duty Stations
Change affects those within 50-mile radius


April 2010 Vol. 10 No. 2


Hoteling employees living within a 50-mile radius of the
Alexandria, Va., USPTO headquarters may elect to change
their duty stations to their home offices, thereby negating
the requirement to report to headquarters for two days per
biweek, according to an agreement recently signed by POPA
and the USPTO.


In exchange for the big reduction in travel time and
expense, the 50 Mile Radius Agreement, signed in March
2010, states that hoteling employees who voluntarily agree
to change their official duty stations to their homes:


! Are not eligible for relocation expenses, either to
their home offices or back to headquarters.


! Must report to headquarters to meet all hoteling
program and performance plan requirements, to attend
training and meetings, to receive supplies and equipment, to
repair or exchange equipment, and as otherwise required by
the agency.


! Are not eligible for travel expenses, whether travel to
or from headquarters is mandatory or voluntary.


! Must notify and request of the agency any changes in
duty station, including a move to a new home or change
back to headquarters, eight weeks in advance.


! Must meet all other requirements of the hoteling
program.


Hoteling employees who are not examiners or 
(continued on page 2)
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We asked for it—we got it.
Examiners for years sought a reassessment of the


production goal and count system. Facing pressure from
Congress and stakeholders, the USPTO has now agreed and
has contracted for a major study of production expectancy
goals. To show what patent examination is really like, it’s
time for examiners to step up and accurately report their
experiences through the examination time study.


The contractor, Manhattan Strategy Group, invited 850-
950 randomly selected examiners from across grade levels
and technologies to participate in the six-week study, which
began Feb. 28. The goal, as described in the participant
training materials, “is to capture the total amount of time
you are spending on examining cases, overtime inclusive
(whether compensated or voluntary).”


With the data collected, the group will: 
! Determine the average amount of time examiners


across the office spend on an examination (including paid
and unpaid overtime);


! Compare the average amount of time by technology
areas that examiners spend to complete an examination;


! Calculate the average amount of time by examination
steps that examiners spend reviewing applications.


The participating examiners received training on how to
properly complete special biweekly timesheets for the study
and got “other” time for the training and for completing the
additional timesheets.


POPA supports the study and anticipates that the data
will steer the USPTO in creating a production goal system
that more fairly allots the time necessary for a quality
examination. POPA representatives are members of the
union-management group overseeing the contractor and
helping to guide the effort.


(continued on page 4)


Examination Time Study Underway


An approximation of the 50-mile radius for hoteling examiners’ use.
To learn if your home is within the accepted area, go to
www.gpsvisualizer.com/ calculators#distance_address
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Home Duty Stations
(continued from page 1)


otherwise not on the examiner special rate pay schedule
who wish to change their duty station to their home may
inadvertently be changing to a lower locality pay rate.
Before changing, these employees should consult Appendix
A of the agreement to see if their home duty station sits in a
different pay area. The full agreement is available at www.
popa.org, click on Useful Information, then Agreements.


For all interested hoteling employees, some duty
stations may be outside of their current health insurance
coverage area, most often affecting health maintenance
organization (HMO) insurance plans. Concerned employees
should check the Office of Personnel Management Web site
(www.opm.gov) to see if their health insurance coverage
would be affected. If so, and employees change duty stations,
they will have up to 60 days to select from plans available in
the area of their new duty station.


Changes in Performance-related Requirements
Under the original Patents Hoteling Program (PHP)


and the Patents Telework Program (PTP), employees were
removed from telework entirely if they received a written
warning of unacceptable performance.


The recently signed agreement changes that situation.
An employee’s performance will no longer affect his or her
continued participation in hoteling or the Increased
Flexitime Program (IFP). Employees participating in the
Patents Telework Program who receive a written warning
may continue to telework one day per week (up to ten
hours). If the number of telework hours for participants is
generally increased, employees on written warnings will
remain limited to telework one day per week (up to ten
hours), unless the parties agree otherwise. Teleworking
employees who successfully complete the written warning
period will be permitted to work up to the agreed upon
program limits.


POPA and the USPTO agreed that employees should
consider relocating to the USPTO if they think that
teleworking is contributing to their performance issues.
“Supervisors and employees are encouraged to discuss this
option,” states the new agreement.


Hotelers Beyond the 50-mile Radius
The 50-mile radius represents the largest area allowed


under current statute and regulation to be considered a
“local commuting area” for employees at a federal agency.
Within the local commuting area, an agency is not required
to compensate employees for travel time and expenses.
Outside that 50-mile radius, however, the situation changes
significantly.


POPA has long advocated enabling hotelers who live
outside of the 50-mile radius to change to a home duty
station. However, the USPTO maintains that to do this
under current statutes and regulations would require the
agency to pay for those employees’ travel expenses,


including travel time, travel costs, hotel stays and per diem
expenses, whenever they are needed at headquarters. At this
time, the USPTO has determined that such costs are
prohibitive and has refused to change the duty station of
employees living outside the 50-mile local commuting area.
Consequently, these employees must continue to report to
the USPTO headquarters in Alexandria at least two times
per pay period.


POPA supports allowing these long-distance hotelers to
make the duty station choice as long as POPA has the
opportunity to negotiate protections for those employees.
Without agreed-upon safeguards in place, managers could
require hotelers to fly in and stay at hotels at their own
expense without valid reasons.


POPA hopes such an agreement is the next step in
building an effective nationwide USPTO workforce.


How are you doing?
The basics of mid-year review


Every year in April, supervisors and employees meet to
discuss employees’ progress for the first two quarters of the
fiscal year. Unlike the end-of-year performance rating, the
mid-year review is only a progress review, not an official
performance rating. See Section B of your Performance
Appraisal Plan (PAP), on the page titled “Instructions for
Completing the Performance Management Record.”


During mid-year progress reviews for examiners, your
supervisor will review a random sampling of your cases. The
meetings are usually short and, for the vast majority of
people, not memorable. For most, a short, simple
comment—such as “meets expectations” or “your progress
in this element, to date, is good” or “progress is up to
expectations”—will be noted under each performance
element. You may get a copy of notes summarizing work
that was reviewed. You will be asked to initial a paper
noting that you were given your mid-year review. Initialing
does not mean you agree with the review, it means the
review meeting was held, so go ahead and initial the paper
after the review.


However, the mid-year review can signal employees
that their performance is not going well. If the supervisor
notes that a performance element “needs improvement” or
“has deficiencies,” your situation is potentially serious. Ask
your supervisor how you can improve, how you can address
deficiencies and/or modify your work to avoid deficiencies.
Ask questions until you understand where you need to, and
how you can, improve your performance.


For examiners, your performance may have deficiencies
serious enough to justify a performance-based warning at
mid-year. Even if you don’t receive a performance warning,
you should heed any indications of performance problems.
Your supervisor is obligated to assist you to improve in
areas of noted deficient performance. [See Section B, Step
1(c), as mentioned in the first paragraph above.]


If your supervisor identifies cases with problems, ask for
(continued on next page)
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Leave Without Pay: 
Entitlement or Privilege?


Leave without pay (LWOP) can be either an
entitlement or a privilege. It all depends on what type of
LWOP an employee requests. Some incorrectly think all
they have to do is ask their supervisor to get the time off.
LWOP is a lot more complicated.


So what’s the difference between requesting leave
without pay and requesting such leave under the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA)?


Leave Under the Family and Medical Leave Act
The FMLA is an entitlement under federal law. If an


employee meets the requirements, the unpaid FMLA leave
must be granted. The law provides federal employees with
up to 12 weeks (480 hours) of unpaid leave during any 12-
month period for:


! the birth of a child of the employee and the care of
that child;


! the placement of a child with the employee for
adoption or foster care;


! the care of a spouse, son, daughter or parent of the
employee who has a serious health condition; or


! a serious health condition of the employee.
The employee seeking FMLA leave must provide


notice at least 30 days in advance or as soon as practicable.
Medical certification may be required—if it is required and
not produced within 30 calendar days from when the agency
makes the request, the employer can charge the employee as


absent without leave (AWOL) or the employee can request
paid leave or LWOP.


FMLA leave can be taken intermittently or all at once
and is in addition to other paid time off. Employees can
substitute paid leave (annual or sick) for unpaid leave.


An employee can choose to use FMLA unpaid leave
while still carrying a balance of paid leave. The employer
may not demand that paid leave be exhausted before
FMLA leave is taken, and the employer may not force an
employee to use FMLA leave, though regular LWOP may
not be granted.


“Military family leave” provides for 26 weeks of LWOP
in a single 12-month period, including the “regular” FMLA
leave, for an employee to provide care for a service member
with a serious illness or injury. The service member must be
a spouse, son, daughter, parent or next of kin. This leave can
only be used once.


Additional FMLA Policies
Separate from the 12 weeks of FMLA discussed above,


an employee may use 24 hours of LWOP in a 12-month
period for:


! School and early childhood educational activities,
including parent-teacher conferences, childcare facility
interviews and volunteer activities. “School” includes
elementary, secondary, Head Start and childcare facilities.


! Routine family medical purposes (medical and dental
appointments—not covered by FMLA). This is for when no
sick leave is available.


! Elderly relatives’ health care needs (medical or
dental appointments or other professional services). 


To read the full regulations, go to www.opm.gov/oca/
leave/html/fmlafact.htm


Discretionary Leave Without Pay
Discretionary leave without pay is generally available to


USPTO employees, but this type of LWOP is a privilege and
is granted at management’s discretion. In other words, your
boss can say no. Discretionary LWOP may be granted for
any cause your boss agrees to, not just medical reasons.


Other Considerations When Requesting LWOP
The following applies to both discretionary LWOP and


leave under the FMLA:
! For every 80 hours of LWOP accumulated, the


employee does not earn leave in that pay period;
! 22 workdays of LWOP is creditable service for


completion of probation;
! Two to six weeks is creditable service for within-grade


increases, depending on the step;
! All LWOP is creditable service for time-in-grade for


promotions, but there is still a qualifying experience
requirement;


! Health benefits continue as does the employer’s
contribution. Employees can pay their share on return to
work.


clarification on whether or not these problems rise to the
level of being considered clear errors in your PAP. Clear
error/deficient performance is defined in the Examiner PAP
as “where a reasonable SPE [supervisor] could not have
permitted the performance of the examiner. If the
performance of the examiner is reasonable and that
proposed by the SPE is reasonable, this would represent an
honest and legitimate difference of opinion and does not
constitute a deficient performance.”


If you disagree with the error(s), your first step is to
discuss the case(s) with your supervisor and request
reconsideration. If your supervisor refuses to discuss or
meet with you, or stands by the error call, then let your
supervisor know that you plan to follow up with your
technology center director. You won’t know whether or not
errors identified at mid-year will affect your year-end rating,
but if you believe errors called are not proper, it is worth
trying to reverse them.


If your supervisor communicates a significant number of
clear errors at mid-year and you want to know how they
may affect your year-end rating, contact a POPA
representative to discuss your situation.


How are you doing? 
(continued from page 2)
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appear in court. The employee was escorted by a security
guard to gather their belongings, instructed to turn in their
badge and leave. The employee wanted to help the friend,
but was told to leave the premises at once or risk arrest for
interfering with federal police. The employee had to contact
their supervisor on Monday and secure a temporary badge
until the employee’s badge was returned by an investigator
on Tuesday.


So if you don’t want to ruin your weekend or wind up in
court defending a friend or family member, then follow the
security procedures for after-hours, weekends and holidays
by presenting yourself and your visitor at the main security
desk in the Madison main lobby to have your friend or
family member, including children, properly admitted to the
building.


The USPTO Security Office is consulting with POPA to
disseminate clear, updated visitor instructions to all
employees as soon as possible.
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Know Your Rights


Follow Security Rules for Visitors
or Risk Trespassing Charges
Many employees may not be aware of the security


procedures for admitting visitors to the buildings after
working hours and on weekends and holidays. Not being
mindful of the security protocol can get employees into big
trouble. For some, it already has.


Security procedures are easy during normal working
hours. Security guards won’t admit visitors unless a USPTO
employee vouches for them and they surrender a valid
photo ID—generated by a federal, state, or local
government entity, e.g., driver’s license or military ID—to
the guard in exchange for a visitor’s pass.


On weekends and holidays and weekdays after 10 p.m.,
the same security procedures apply, but one must go to the
security desk in the main lobby of the Madison Building to
receive a visitor’s pass for any of the USPTO buildings. The
agency is still considering identification procedures for
minor children who likely won’t possess photo ID.


The failure to follow these procedures can cause major
headaches for employees and their visitors, as two
employees recently learned the hard way.


In one instance, an employee asked a family member to 
enter the building after hours with the employee’s badge to
pick up some papers while the employee, who was sick, sat
in the car. The employee felt even sicker when the family
member was seen being escorted by a security guard to the
Madison Building.


When the family member had entered the gate, the
guard on duty saw one person entering the gate while the
photo of a person of the opposite sex came up on the guard’s
computer screen. He reacted by stopping the visitor and
contacting the supervisory guard for instruction. The employ -
ee’s family member was charged with trespassing and the
employee was in hot water for breaching security protocol.


The employee subsequently was investigated for
disciplinary action and solicited help from POPA, which
provided a representative to accompany the employee to
the investigatory meeting. The employee received a written
reprimand from USPTO management.


In a second instance, a visitor had entered the building
during the weekend to visit an employee friend. The
employee had allowed the visitor into the building and
office without following any security procedures. When the
visitor was exiting the building, one of the roving guards was
present and noted the person exiting through the metal
detector. When the guard stopped the visitor to ask why, the
visitor stated that they had no badge to go through the gates
(one must use a badge to exit after regular business hours).
The guard’s supervisor then questioned the visitor and
called in the Federal Protective Service.


By this time the visitor contacted the employee friend,
who showed up at the lobby guard desk. The visitor was
charged with trespassing, led away in handcuffs and had to


Examination Time Study
(continued from page 1)


“I am willing to participate because I feel like I have to
put my money where my mouth is,” said study participant
Melanie Tung, who is also a POPA delegate. “If I don’t think
the current production system fairly reflects how long it
takes me to do a decent job, without cutting corners, I now
have an opportunity, though not perfect, to do just that.”


For more information on the study, including frequently
asked questions, go to www.manhattanstrategy.com/pto.
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